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ABSTRACT:
The Russian regions’ production potential largely determines their stable development, which is necessary for the stability of the regional system, as well as for reducing risks from external and internal threats and crises. The production potential (as an integral part of the region’s socio-economic potential) shows regions’ potential opportunities, reflects the development level of productive forces, the ability of enterprises to produce competitive products, perform work and provide services. In this regard, the study presents a comparative assessment of the production potential of the three largest Russian macro-regions and includes conclusions made about differentiation and mechanism of development. In the article the terms "macroregions" and "Federal districts" are identical.
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RESUMEN:
El potencial de producción de las regiones rusas determina en gran medida su desarrollo estable, que es necesario para la estabilidad del sistema regional, así como para reducir los riesgos de amenazas y crisis externas e internas. El potencial de producción (como parte integral del potencial socioeconómico de la región) muestra las oportunidades potenciales de las regiones, refleja el nivel de desarrollo de las fuerzas productivas, la capacidad de las empresas para producir productos competitivos, realizar trabajos y brindar servicios. En este sentido, el estudio presenta una evaluación comparativa del potencial de producción de las tres macrorregiones más grandes de Rusia e incluye conclusiones sobre la diferenciación y el mecanismo de desarrollo. En el artículo, los términos "macrorregiones" y "distritos federales" son idénticos.
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1. Introduction
Production potential is formed on the basis of historical conditions, factors and natural conditions of the territory, determining the composition and structure of the resources used, which have their differences in quantitative and qualitative parameters. This is its feature.
Dynamic of region’s production potential is of great importance for regional studies. It is constantly evolving depending on the socio-economic situation, development strategies and time priorities. Despite the significant accumulated potential, the production sector of the Russian regions is desperately in need of equipment modernization and the introduction of the newest technologies. In this regard, the analysis of the main indicators characterizing the large regions’ production potential, which accumulates prospects for economic growth of the Russian economy, is of scientific and practical interest.

2. Methodology

Research purpose: to determine the main factors of the regions’ economic stability by diagnosing the production potential in different sections: regional, structural, essential, etc.

Research objectives: to identify the reserves of economic growth at the regional level, regions’ strengths and weaknesses by using regional analysis methods.

Research subject. The research subject in the article is the production potential of the territories on the example of three Federal districts (macro-regions): North-West, Privolzhsky and Siberian. Each of them contributes to the whole country’s economy, has its own specifics, features of socio-economic development and huge potential.

The dynamics of several key indicators reflects production potential and its efficiency. These indicators are fixed assets value, their structure by economic activities, depreciation, capital productivity, investments and so on. The priority areas of potential development are revealed by assessment of the dynamics of investments’ share made in manufacturing industries' fixed capital in GRP and its comparison with the dynamics of depreciation of fixed assets.

Research methodology includes the use of the following methods to assess the production potential of the territory:

1) comparative analysis of the main indicators characterizing macroregions’ production potential;

2) assessment of region’s place among other territories of the district by use of the positioning method in relation to the main indicators reflecting the development of the production sector;

3) using the methods of systematization for identifying mechanism of development and common characteristics of the economies.

3. Results

3.1. North-West Federal district (NWFD)

The role of the macroregion in the country’s economy is determined by the following indicators: it takes the third place among the Federal districts of the Russian Federation in terms of shipped goods of own production in the manufacturing sector (13.10%); has 10.4% of the country's GRP; concentrates 11% of fixed assets; provides about 13% of tax revenues to the budget of the Russian Federation; provides 11.2% of exports and 17.6% of imports (conceding only to the Central district) [1].

The regions with a stable economy and high GRP per capita in this district include St. Petersburg (city of federal significance), the Nenets Autonomous Area, the Republic of Komi and the Murmansk and Leningrad regions.

The district is characterized by a high proportion of pipeline transport, port facilities, terminals and customs infrastructure, which create strategic opportunities for enterprises to enter foreign markets. However, in the current economic and political conditions it is not possible to realize these opportunities fully [2].

The structure of the regions’ economy in general matches to the Russian profile, but is characterized by a larger contribution to the gross value added (GVA) of manufacturing industries (19.9%) and a relatively smaller share of the extractive sector and agriculture
Engineering industry is the basis of manufacturing industries. It includes enterprises of the military-industrial complex, shipbuilding and production of marine equipment.

Value of fixed assets. This indicator is analyzed in the range of 2 and more billion rubles, as the highest. This gives a view of the availability and capacity of production potential. In the North-Western Federal district, the value of fixed assets exceeds 2 billion rubles only in three sub-federal units. St. Petersburg is an absolute leader among them (6.5 billion rubles or 32.2% of the value of the district funds). According to the cost of funds, such economic activities as “Transport and communication” and “Energy” stand out. This is due to the fact that the first of them stands out for the high value of the city as a major port, including export value. Power generation and distribution companies play an important role in the energy sector.

The second place belongs to the Republic of Komi, where the cost of funds operating in transport and communication enterprises is particularly high (58.8%). The region has an extensive network of pipeline and rail transport. The enterprises of the extractive industries also have large funds (20.4%). The Republic of Komi is the only sub-federal unit in the European part of the Russian Federation where all the main types of fuel and energy resources (oil, natural gas and coal) are developed. They have both domestic and export significance.

The third place in the value of fixed assets is occupied by the Leningrad region, on its there are modern highways, water transport infrastructure and logistics complexes (four sea trade ports in Vysotsk, Vyborg, Ust-Luga and Primorsk), where there are high requirements for the modernization of fixed assets. Their cost is 35.3% of the regional level. Enterprises of processing industries, which are the leaders in the district according to the specific weight of the cost of fixed assets) are located in Leningrad region. Engineering, chemical, construction, pulp and paper industries significantly contribute to the economy. The high cost of funds is also typical for energy. The Leningrad nuclear power station operates in this region, it has four energy blocks. A new innovative power unit at the Leningrad NPP-2 was put into full capacity in June, 2018. These areas of economic activity, which were mentioned, stand out in the district in general: the pole of growth and the leader are transport and communications, then – manufacturing and energy.

Depreciation of fixed assets. The dynamics of depreciation of fixed assets shows a positive trend, with the exception of St. Petersburg and the Republic of Komi. Depreciation in the Republic of Karelia has almost doubled depreciation. However, the Russian level (50.2%) is exceeded only in the Vologda oblast (51.6%). The Arkhangelsk region (50.1%) and the Republic of Karelia (49.6%) just approached to this level. As for the last sub-federal unit, there is noted high depreciation of funds in the extractive industries (66.3%). It is higher than the average in Russia, in agriculture (54.9%), and in the construction industry (52.5%). A similar trend has formed in the Vologda region: at mining enterprises the equipment is worn out to 63.3%, in construction – to 61.9%. A high depreciation of funds (more than 50%) in the extractive industry is noted in six subjects of the North-West Federal district, which includes two mentioned sub-federal units and in addition to them Novgorod, Murmansk, Kaliningrad, Leningrad region [1].

Over the past decade, districts’ share of investments in fixed assets in the GRP is constantly decreasing, especially since 2012, and depreciation of fixed assets is growing. This is largely due to the high deterioration of equipment and enterprises in General in the extractive industries of the regions. Nenets Autonomous Area is an exception, because the modernization of gas production enterprises is of strategic importance. This region is the leader in the share of investments in fixed capital in GRP, it is 53%.

Capital productivity. The minimum share of investments falls on the Republic of Karelia, and the dynamics for ten years shows its decline. In this region, as noted above, there are maximum values of depreciation of fixed assets. However, according to the efficiency of the use of fixed assets (return on assets), the region occupies a relatively average place in the district. The leading position is occupied by St. Petersburg and the Kaliningrad region. The Northern capital is distinguished by the highest capital return (three times higher than in
Russia as a whole) in such economic activities as "Wholesale and retail trade", which is certainly due to the geographical location of the city and the functions of the city-millionaire. In second place – the Leningrad region, which also has a high concentration of commercial enterprises.

Among other economic activities with the highest capital productivity are allocated to processing industries (Leningrad and Kaliningrad regions) and extraction of minerals (St. Petersburg, Leningrad oblast and Republic of Karelia).

It is possible to trace a pattern consisting in the fact that often the increase in depreciation of fixed assets in the regions of the northwestern Federal district is accompanied by a decrease in capital productivity. The leaders in the efficiency of the use of fixed assets are St. Petersburg, Kaliningrad, Leningrad and Vologda regions. Low rates of capital productivity in the Murmansk region and the Nenets Autonomous district. They are characterized by a high cost of fixed assets in the extraction of minerals (non-ferrous metals in the first and natural gas-in the second region).

In all subjects of the district, except St. Petersburg, for ten years there was a decrease in capital productivity. The maximum decline is typical for the Nenets Autonomous Okrug, namely from 0.22 in 2006 to 0.15 in 2016. This indicates the instability of the regional economy, the decline in industrial production, the inability to withstand internal crises (Fig. 1).

Thus, the city of St. Petersburg and the Kaliningrad region have a high production potential. Low potential was formed in Novgorod and Pskov regions.

### 3.2. Volga Federal district (VFD)

The district is inferior to the Central Federal district in terms of shipped goods of its own

![Figure 1: The dynamics of capital productivity across regions NWFS](http://www.gks.ru)
production in the manufacturing sector (20.36%), produces 15% of the country's GRP, it contains about 14% of fixed assets. The district provides 16% of tax revenues to the budget of the Russian Federation, 11% fall on exports [1].

The locomotive of the district's economy is the Republic of Tatarstan, where large investment and innovative pilot projects are implemented, modern oil and gas production, chemical industry, competitive engineering are developing. The region leads in terms of GRP per capita. Among the subjects of the Russian Federation is characterized by a high level of innovation of the economy.

A network of technoparks is actively developing in the Republic of Tatarstan. JSC "innovation and production Technopark "Idea", industrial site KIP "Master", IT-Park, Technopolis "Himgrad", special economic zone of industrial and production type "Alabuga" successfully operate[3].

In the regional context, the leading subjects of the district, in addition to the Republic of Tatarstan, GRP, industrial production index are the Republic of Bashkortostan, Samara, Nizhny Novgorod, Orenburg region and Perm region. The economy of these regions is united by the fuel and energy complex, oil refining, chemical and petrochemical industries, engineering, forestry.

Value of fixed assets. In six of the fourteen regions of the Volga Federal district (PFO) the cost of fixed assets exceeds RUB 2 billion, the highest in the Republic of Tatarstan – RUB 4.3 billion, representing 16.8% of the figure for the district. Among the leading subjects of the Volga Federal district, almost a quarter of the value of funds falls on the types of economic activity "Transport and communication": the maximum in the Perm region (46.7%), at least in the Republic of Tatarstan (14.7%). The district is distinguished by a favorable transport position used in the Russian Federation as transit traffic in the West – East direction. The existing equipment in this area can not be used without constant modernization, which determines its high cost. On average, this area of activity accounts for almost a third of the value of fixed assets in the district.

The second area of economic activity is manufacturing, where Nizhny Novgorod (23.6%), Samara region (20.8%) and the Republic of Tatarstan (19.3%) are allocated. In these regions, enterprises of precision and transport engineering, as well as rocket engineering, are traditionally developing, in which Russia occupies a leading position in the world.

The following is the position of the activity "Extraction of minerals", released Orenburg oblast (35.9%), which has a wide range of industries from mining ore resources to hydrocarbons. The region ranks 4th in the country among oil-producing entities (4% of oil production in Russia. It accounts for 5% of the gross production of natural gas of export importance.

Depreciation of fixed assets. The General trend of depreciation of fixed assets indicates its constant growth. And in eleven of the fourteen subjects of the Volga Federal district, it exceeds the all-Russian figure (50.2%), and in the Udmurt Republic, Perm Krai, the Republic of Mari El and the Orenburg region exceeds 60%. The exception is the Republic of Tatarstan, where this figure is lower than the all-Russian and is 45.2%.

The highest depreciation of fixed assets in the Volga Federal district is observed in wholesale and retail trade – 79%; the Republic of Mordovia (86.4%) and the Republic of Mari El (85.0%) stand out among the regions. Followed by construction (55.2%); region with the highest level of wear OF allocated Orenburg oblast (69.8%). Mining is the third largest economic activity with high depreciation of fixed assets -54.8%. From the regions can be noted Kirov oblast (72.4%) and the Udmurt Republic (70.2 per cent). More than 50% of depreciation of fixed assets identified in transport and communications: Ulyanovsk region (64.5%) and the Republic of Mari El (63.2%) [1].

The dynamics of the share of investments in fixed capital in GRP in 13 subjects has a negative trend. The maximum decline in the Republics of Mari El (up to 17%) and Udmurtia (up to 16.1%), Nizhny Novgorod and Penza regions. The only region where the positive dynamics for ten years, is the Republic of Tatarstan. In addition, the subject of the Volga Federal district is the leader on this indicator (32.8 per cent). If in the whole district the
In those entities of the Volga Federal district, where there is a relatively high investment in fixed assets in GRP, there is a decrease in depreciation of fixed assets. However, where investments are declining, increasing deterioration of assets. In most regions, the share of investments and depreciation of fixed assets have a similar trend. The Republic of Tatarstan is allocated, where the maximum investment in fixed capital and minimum depreciation of funds. The dynamics of the share of investments in fixed capital in GRP in 13 subjects has a negative trend. The maximum decline in the Republics of Mari El (up to 17%) and Udmurtia (up to 16.1%), Nizhny Novgorod and Penza regions. The only region where the positive dynamics for ten years, is the Republic of Tatarstan. In addition, the subject of the Volga Federal district is the leader on this indicator (32.8 per cent). If in the whole district the share of investments in fixed capital in GRP is 23.5%, in addition to this Republic, this level exceeds the republics of Mordovia and Bashkortostan. Thus, the GRP created is less and less related to investments in fixed capital.

Capital productivity. The economy of the Nizhny Novgorod region shows the highest return on funds, although the diagnosis of the indicator shows a negative dynamics, which corresponds to the instability of the regional economy. Also, a high rate of capital productivity is observed in the republics of Bashkortostan and Tatarstan. If in Bashkortostan the indicator of capital productivity "returned" to the ten-year bar, in Tatarstan, on the contrary, there is a positive dynamics. We can note the Samara region, where a positive trend is revealed, not so significant, but the trend is stable (Fig. 2).

Outsiders are the regions characterized by great instability: the Kirov and Penza regions, the Chuvash Republic, the Republic of Mari El.

Among the main types of economic activities characterized by high capital productivity in the Volga Federal district are wholesale and retail trade, construction and manufacturing.
Penza region shows high efficiency of use of fixed assets in wholesale and retail trade. It is followed by the Republic of Tatarstan and Bashkortostan. More than three times the capital productivity is lower in construction, where the republics of Mordovia, Udmurt and Bashkortostan are allocated. In the processing industries of the Republics of Mordovia, Udmurtia and Bashkortostan, the capital productivity is the highest, higher than in Russia as a whole.

Relative to these regions, the lowest indicators of efficiency of use of fixed assets in the Ulyanovsk and Orenburg regions. The minimum return on assets of enterprises of transport and communications (up in the Samara region).

3.3. Siberian Federal district (SFD)

SFD in terms of area (30%) is second only to the far Eastern Federal district. In terms of the volume of shipped goods of own production, the extractive industries are leading – 15.35% (second only to the Ural Federal district), in the manufacturing sector – about 10%, produces 10.5% of the country’s GRP, concentrates about 8.4% of fixed assets, provides
7.4% of tax revenues to the budget of the Russian Federation, 9% of exports [1].

The leader of the district in terms of gross regional product per capita is the Krasnoyarsk territory. On its vast territory (13.8% of the Russian Federation), differentiated by natural and climatic conditions, are unique production in Norilsk (mining and metallurgical plant that produces heavy non-ferrous metals), Krasnoyarsk (non-ferrous metallurgy, energy, engineering), Achinsk (oil refining, in the South of the region developed coal basins, deposits of lead ores. In addition, the Krasnoyarsk territory is a major transport, distribution and transit hub of the Siberian Federal district and the Russian Federation. Access to the Arctic zone of the country gives great potential for economic growth.

The contribution to the economic growth of the region is determined by the following facts: the production of more than 80% of the total Russian Nickel volume (or 20% of world production), more than 70% of copper, about 30% of primary aluminum, almost 98% of platinum group metals. In terms of gold production, the region ranks first in Russia, providing 18% of Russian production, in the all-Russian oil production the region provides 2.5% of oil production and 0.3% of gas production [4], [5].

Large industrial production of the Siberian Federal district (SFD) are located in the Irkutsk region (energy, pulp and paper industry), the Republic of Khakassia (fuel and energy complex, aluminum industry, engineering), Kemerovo region (energy, metallurgy, engineering), Tomsk region (chemical industry, engineering, energy), Novosibirsk region (energy, engineering, non-ferrous metallurgy, chemical).

Value of fixed assets. The resource potential of the territory is reflected in the cost of fixed assets, its structure and dynamics. The highest value of fixed assets in the district falls on the Krasnoyarsk territory (21% of the district), in which among the economic activities are leading areas such as "Mining" (22% of the value of funds in the region) and "Transport and communications" (18%). They are followed by "energy" and "Manufacturing". This structure of the value of fixed assets corresponds to the economic profile of the region, formed under the influence of natural factors and geographical location. The high cost of fixed assets was revealed in Irkutsk and Kemerovo regions. In the first of them, the same types of economic activities are distinguished as in the Krasnoyarsk region, but the "Transport and communication" account for an even higher figure (26%), the "Mining" activity - a smaller one (14%). They are traditionally allocated to manufacturing (13.7%) and energy (13%). In the Kemerovo region the leading position is occupied by mining (24.2%) and transport and communications (18.6%). This is followed by energy (8.9%) and manufacturing (8.4%). These subjects of the Russian Federation are distinguished by a high share of corporate income tax in the structure of revenues of the consolidated budgets of the subjects of the Siberian Federal district.

Depreciation of fixed assets. Diagnosis of production capacity according to this criterion indicates that in the district in most subjects the dynamics for the period from 2005 to 2016 shows an increase in the degree of depreciation of fixed assets used. The maximum degree of depreciation of fixed assets is typical for the Tomsk region (57.7% while in Russia – 50.2%). This is due to the fact that the region is depleted hydrocarbon deposits due to the development of highly productive layers, there are high costs for the extraction of hard-to-recover reserves, there is a shortage of investment in the extractive sector. The status of a pilot region for working on technologies for the development of hard-to-recover reserves of raw materials is now received by the Tomsk region.

Minimum depreciation of fixed assets was revealed in the Republic of Khakassia (35.3%). The basis of its economy are the largest enterprises of non-ferrous metallurgy: Sayanogorsk, Khakass aluminum plants. Aluminum products account for more than 80% of the region's exports [6, 21].

If we consider the depreciation of fixed assets in the context of the main types of economic activity, it is possible to allocate its maximum value in the manufacturing industries (64%), the minimum value falls on the power industry (21.7%).

In the regional context, it can be noted that in seven of the twelve subjects of the district, the most worn-out are fixed assets in construction, especially the Omsk region, where their
In second place for depreciation of fixed assets is mining. Despite the diversified nature of industrial production, and now it is based on enterprises and organizations that produce minerals: coal, iron ore, copper-molybdenum ore, gold, aluminum alloys and electricity production. Novosibirsk region is allocated (64.5%), which operates coal, oil, gas, construction materials.

In third place – manufacturing, where the Republic of Khakassia stands out (64%). Then follows "Transport and communication", the leading position is occupied by the Tomsk region (66.2%) and "Production and distribution of electricity, water and gas", the Republic of Tuva (59.5%) [1,10].

Moral and physical depreciation of fixed assets prevents the growth of the quantity and quality of products. Therefore, their radical modernization to overcome the technical and technological backwardness necessary for the production of competitive products becomes more urgent.

Capital productivity characterizes the efficiency of the use of fixed assets of enterprises in the region. The maximum level of capital productivity has developed in the Kemerovo region, although from 2010 to 2016 it decreased. However, during the period of 2005-2016, capital productivity in this region exceeded the values in the whole of the Russian Federation. This is followed by the Novosibirsk region and the Krasnoyarsk territory, where the efficiency of fixed assets is also reduced.

The lowest return on capital in such a lagging region as the TRANS-Baikal territory, due to the agricultural profile of the economy, the lack of investment in the industrial sector, the low cost of fixed assets (Fig.3).

Figure 3
The dynamics of capital productivity across regions SFD
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The most effective use of fixed assets in wholesale and retail trade, and this type of economic activity is allocated in nine subjects of the SFD. But the leading position is occupied by the Tomsk region.

In eight subjects, high capital productivity is observed in the manufacturing industries, the absolute leader is the Republic of Altai. This is followed by "Construction". In this type of economic activity is allocated Tomsk region.

High capital productivity in the construction sector remains, despite the significant depreciation of fixed assets, which may in the short term adversely affect the performance of production.

Thus, these three areas of economic activity show the maximum results of the effective use of fixed assets.

In General, we can distinguish three regions of the SFD, in which there is a high depreciation of fixed assets and high values of capital productivity: Kemerovo, Novosibirsk and Tomsk regions. However, the Krasnoyarsk territory is allocated more significant investments in fixed capital (13th place in Russia), low depreciation of fixed assets (18th place in Russia), the presence of modern production (9th place in Russia at the cost of fixed assets) and, as a result, high capital productivity [15, 16]. The production potential of the Krasnoyarsk region, formed on the basis of a rich resource base, brings the region's economy to a leading position in the district and the country as a whole [14].

4. Conclusions
The study revealed General patterns of development of the production potential of macro-regions. They consist in the presence of high production potential in the leading regions with a diversified economy based on different types of resources and the existing economic specialization. These regions have a high rate of return on capital, indicating the effective use of existing productive capacity, as well as significant investment in fixed assets. The dynamics of this indicator shows a relatively low decrease compared to 2010., but the growth compared to 2005. In addition, among the studied macro-regions, the leading value of the North-West and the lag of the Siberian Federal district stands out.

**Figure 4**
Dynamics of capital productivity of macro-regions and the Russian Federation
High potential opportunities due to the presence of strong production capacity were formed in St. Petersburg and Kaliningrad region (North-Western Federal district), the Republic of Tatarstan and Nizhny Novgorod region (Volga Federal district), Krasnoyarsk region and Kemerovo region (Siberian Federal district).

Differentiation of the production potential of the Federal districts is associated with the peculiarities of their specialization. Thus, the highest depreciation of fixed assets in the North-Western district was found in the extractive industries, the Volga region – in wholesale and retail trade, the Siberian – in the manufacturing industries [17, 18, 19, 20]. These industries are characterized by high value of fixed assets. The highest return on capital is shown in the Volga and Siberian districts of wholesale and retail trade, and in the North-West – manufacturing. This corresponds to the high efficiency of these sectors of the economy in market conditions. In most of the subjects of the first two districts, the return on capital is growing, while in the latter all the subjects are experiencing its decline [11, 12, 13]. Volga Federal district is characterized by the presence of the maximum number of subjects (six of fourteen) with the high cost of fixed assets, whereas the other two only three. Transport and communication in all three macro-regions is characterized by high cost of fixed assets, which indirectly indicates the renewal of equipment in the context of the implementation of major infrastructure projects in recent years [7, 8, 9].

The main factors of sustainability of the economies of the regions are advantageous transport-geographical position in the North-Western and Volga Federal districts, the presence of rich natural resources in the Siberian Federal district. The economic potential of all three macro-regions is a starting point for the formation of a favorable investment climate.

The General negative factors hindering the development of productive capacity include the growing depreciation of fixed assets, the decline in fixed capital investments in most of the subjects of the studied macro-regions and, accordingly, the gross regional product created increasingly due to the export raw material potential.
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